Multiobjective Learning in the Model Space for Time Series Classification.
A well-defined distance is critical for the performance of time series classification. Existing distance measurements can be categorized into two branches. One is to utilize handmade features for calculating distance, e.g., dynamic time warping, which is limited to exploiting the dynamic information of time series. The other methods make use of the dynamic information by approximating the time series with a generative model, e.g., Fisher kernel. However, previous distance measurements for time series seldom exploit the label information, which is helpful for classification by distance metric learning. In order to attain the benefits of the dynamic information of time series and the label information simultaneously, this paper proposes a multiobjective learning algorithm for both time series approximation and classification, termed multiobjective model-metric (MOMM) learning. In MOMM, a recurrent network is exploited as the temporal filter, based on which, a generative model is learned for each time series as a representation of that series. The models span a non-Euclidean space, where the label information is utilized to learn the distance metric. The distance between time series is then calculated as the model distance weighted by the learned metric. The network size is also optimized to learn parsimonious representations. MOMM simultaneously optimizes the data representation, the time series model separation, and the network size. The experiments show that MOMM achieves not only superior overall performance on uni/multivariate time series classification but also promising time series prediction performance.